The long pentraxin PTX3 at the crossroads between innate immunity and tissue remodelling.
Innate immunity represents the first line of defence against pathogens and plays key roles in the activation and orientation of the adaptive immune response. The innate immune system comprises both a cellular and a humoral arm. Components of the humoral arm include soluble pattern recognition molecules that recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns and initiate the immune response in coordination with the cellular arm, therefore acting as functional ancestors of antibodies. Pentraxins are essential constituents of the humoral arm of innate immunity and represent a superfamily of highly conserved acute phase proteins, traditionally classified into short and long pentraxins. Pentraxin 3 (PTX3) is the prototypic member of the long pentraxins subfamily. As opposed to C-reactive protein, whose sequence and regulation have not been conserved during evolution from mouse to man, the evolutionary conservation of sequence, gene organization and regulation of PTX3 has allowed addressing its pathophysiological roles in genetically modified mice, in diverse conditions, ranging from infections to sterile inflammation, angiogenesis and female fertility. Despite this conservation, a number of predominantly non-coding polymorphisms have been identified in the PTX3 gene which, when associated in particular haplotypes, have been shown to be relevant in clinical conditions including infection and fertility. Here we review the studies on PTX3, with emphasis on pathogen recognition, tissue remodelling and crosstalk with other components of the innate immune system.